**CSA considers 1981 calendar change**

By Richard Salt

The committee on Student Affairs (CSA) is considering main proposals to insure that first term finals will end before Labor Day next year.

Registration Day has traditionally been the second Monday in September, a week after Labor Day; classes have started the following day. Next Labor Day falls on September 7, so if Registration Day is September 14, classes will finish the last day of finals the following day, December 16 next year.

Classes in previous years would end on Friday and finals started on the next week. The weekend provided a buffer zone between classes and examinations. In addition, classes with a final exam ended on Wednesday, effectively providing a four-day "reading period." If the four-day reading period were kept next year, the last day of final examinations would fall on the last day of classes.

Speaking before the General Assembly (GA) last week, Professor Arthur Smith, CSA chairman, outlined some of the proposals the committee is considering to preserve the reading period while avoiding Christmas eve finals. The CSA will make a presentation at the November 19 faculty meeting. The faculty will make a final decision in February.

The proposal which was originally discussed before the GA called for Registration Day to be the Wednesday immediately after Labor Day (September 9), followed by 13 weeks of classes and one week of finals, according to Smith. While the dates of events in the fall term would be almost the same, the Labor Day start to the R/O week would be changed. The impact of this plan on the structure of R/O has not been determined. According to Undergraduate Association President Chuck Marshak, the Committee on Educational Policy decided yesterday to recommend this plan to the faculty next Wednesday.

Another proposal suggested by Smith to the GA called for finals to start on the weekend after a two-day break. Courses with finals would end on the preceding Friday and courses without finals would continue until Tuesday. The GA voted to indicate its approval of both proposals at its last meeting, while favoring the latter. In addition, the GA voted that it was not in favor of final week ending as late as December 22.

---

**Football rejects playoff bid**

By Bob Host

The MIT football club was offered the opportunity to play the upcoming National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) playoffs, but declined the offer when the playoff structure was expanded from its original format.

The Engineers, whose 6-1 regular season record gave them third place in the NCFP, were told that the original format of four-team playoff structure would be expanded to six teams, extending the playoffs another week. The Engineers decided that this was not acceptable.

The team did not accept the bid for a number of reasons, including the lack of change in playoff structure after the team was "almost promised" a two-weekend, four-team format, according to a team member. In addition, "a small part of it (the schedule)" was the fact that the playoffs will now be centered around Thanksgiving weekend. This was acceptable (to the other teams scheduled for the playoffs) because most of their players live close enough to walk back Thanksgiving weekend; this is not the case at MIT, the team noted.

The matter of expanding the playoffs was questioned by many team members. According to sources close to the football team, the league commissioner and coaches decided in January to restrict the playoffs to four teams. For the third week of the season, when the league competitiveness was close, the commissioner wanted to increase the field to eight teams but was met by resistance from many teams. The commissioner noted, "I have been contacted by numerous coaches explaining that more than four teams in the playoffs will produce too long a season and become too expensive for the traveling teams.

---

**Prop 2 1/2 effects uncertain**

Service cutbacks, new taxes are two alternatives

By Jeni-Lynn Scarfield

The passage of Proposition 2 1/2 could result in new taxes for members of the MIT community, as well as the Institute itself, according to Cambridge City Councilor David Sullivan. "MIT is in the potential for a number of cutbacks in city services," Sullivan said.

According to Clifford Truettell, Assistant Director of UROP and an active local Democrat, "$2 1/2 is put fully into effect in Cambridge, the third year [that the law is in effect], the city will not have the money to hire a single policeman, a single fireman, or a single public works employee." Sullivan said that "[Proposition 2 1/2] has a lot of impact." He then outlined two types of effects that implementation of Proposition 2 1/2 might have on the MIT community. Said Sullivan, "First of all, assuming that it gets implemented in the city of Cambridge, it will result in a cut in city services such as a cut in fire protection by one-third." In addition to the fire protection loss, Sullivan suggested other areas in which cuts in funds may force the city to reduce services, including police protection, hospital services, garbage disposal, and snow removal.

Analysis

Arms policy to shift

By Hans A. von Spakovsky

American defense policy under President Ronald Reagan is expected to be hardline and will probably involve significant budget increases.

As Ronald Reagan said during the campaign and restated at his press conference on November 6, he believes in linking arms buildup with a defense buildup. He believes in an arms buildup, he believes in a defense buildup. This is in keeping with the hardline Reagan is expected to head the defense department transition team is in keeping with the hardline Reagan is expected to head the defense department transition team.

This computer-assembled image taken by Voyager I reveals the unexpected complexity of Saturn's rings discovered by the NASA deep space probe. At lower left is the 14th satellite of Saturn, discovered by Voyager I just inside the outer F ring. Wednesday, Voyager revealed that F has a "braided" structure, unlike the hundred other circular rings ever discovered. "Voyager I is now seeing the Solar System, following Pioneer 10 into interstellar space at 311 mph/sec. MITV will be running exclusive color films from 12:30 to 4:30 today, and 12:30-3:30 Tuesday on Cable channel 8. Inset With a diameter of 80 miles, the crater discovered Wednesday on Mars is 1/4 the size of the Saturnian satellite, the highest such ratio yet discovered in the Solar System. (Photos courtesy NASA)
Reagan to emphasize MX missile

(Continued from page 1)

creating defense expenditures over the next four years. Some Republicans have proposed spending as much as $30 billion dollars more per year on defense. Reagan is in favor of the MX Missile, which could easily cost more than 60 billion dollars.

The MX Missile is certain to be a significant issue for the incoming Reagan administration. Some critics of the system, such as Professor Bernard Feld of MIT, oppose the MX because its throw-weight and accuracy would give the United States a first-strike capability to destroy Soviet ICBM's. However, the Soviets do not seem to be constrained by the consequences of developing a first-strike capability as their continued deployment of ss-18's and SS-19's indicates.

The possibility of abrogating the SALT I treaty and deploying Anti-Ballistic Missile systems around the current Minuteman force is another alternative.

Prop. 2 1/2's effects are unknown

(Continued from page 1)

city chose to revoke MIT's tax exemption for non-profit educational uses.

Milne explained, "We (MIT) pay taxes on property we own that is not part of our educational plant." In addition, he continued, "the Institute pays for line of taxes, about 400,000." Milne explained that this money goes towards "city services."

"I don't know yet what the impact of Proposition 2 1/2 will be," noted Milne. Both Truesdell and Sullivan emphasized that the effects of the new law are entirely "speculative" now.

Truesdell noted, "In Cambridge, Proposition 2 1/2 was defeated by a two-to-one vote." He suggested that the state legislature may choose to exempt cities where the electorate rejected the referendum from abiding by its conditions. The state legislature will have to decide what action it intends to take, however.

Improvements in computer software and advanced digital signal processors have increased the range at which interceptors can identify and destroy incoming ICBM's. The capability to destroy a Soviet ICBM vehicle in midcourse before it has deployed its multiple warheads would give the United States a cost-effective, pinpoint defense of its current Minuteman force. Even a small midcourse capability would greatly complicate Soviet planning problems and decrease confidence in a successful strike, creating a more stable situation.

Ronald Reagan's policy toward America's conventional forces will be geared toward meeting the perceived Soviet buildup. The exact size of that buildup over the past decade is debatable because of arguments over the methods used by intelligence sources to estimate Soviet production, but it ranges from 150 billion to 240 billion dollars. According to the 1980 Department of Defense Annual Report, the current Soviet defense effort is 30 percent higher than that of the United States when measured in dollars, and 50 percent higher when measured in rubles.

The important priority for the Reagan Administration is to develop a cohesive foreign policy defining the requirements for American security and our interests abroad. Increasing the responsibility of America's allies for protecting mutual spheres of interest should be a key goal. The need to consolidate America's existing forces should be the major factor shaping military policy in the next four years.

Friends wish you luck
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Analysis & Technology

CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN

Investigate one of the most dynamic, sophisticated, growing corporations in the U.S. today. As a staff member of Analysis & Technology, you'll work in a demanding environment which will sharpen your skills and elevate your stature in the professional community through our commitment to being the most attractive and effective analytical company in our field.

Analysis & Technology is a multidisciplinary professional services firm which conducts research and provides technical support to the federal government, state and commercial customers. Our service consists primarily of operations research, Naval warfare analysis, engineering analysis and feasibility studies, planning, computer modeling, environmental analysis and the development of technical documentation.

THE FOLLOWING ENTRY LEVEL OPPORTUNITIES ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN North Stonington & New London, CT, Virginia Beach, VA, Washington, D.C.

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS — Participate in Naval Underwater Acoustics/Sonar Systems, Applied Research & Evaluation Programs

TACTICAL ANALYSTS — Participate in Tactical Development Programs For New Navy Antisubmarine Warfare Systems

We are interested in BS, MS, or Ph.D. candidates in the following disciplines:

MATHEMATICS/STATISTICS

PHYSICS

COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

OPEN HOUSE

Sponsored By
American Society of Civil Eng.
(MIT student chapter)

TUES NOV 18 3 - 5 pm  Rm 1-150

Topic
New Civil Eng. Undergraduate Academic Program

Presentations by
Civil Eng. Dept. Head
Faculty in Charge

Open discussion
All undergraduates are welcome. Freshmen & Soph are urged to attend.

* FOOD & DRINK WILL BE AVAILABLE
SPEAKING RECENTLY ABOUT REDUCING THE PACE OF UNDERGRADUATE LIFE. WHILE GRADUATE STUDENTS PROBLEM SET STRUCTURE TO GIVE STUDENTS A LITTLE MORE TIME TO EXPLORE OTHER WAVES!

THE TIME TO CONSIDER WHAT ANY OF IT MEANS? WADING—AS AN OLD TEACHER OF YOUR LIFE: DOING FASCINATING WORK IN YOUR MAJOR BUT NEVER LEFT WITH COURSE SO FORGET ABOUT EXTRACURRICULARS FOR NOW.

PROBLEM AND THEN THAT DELAYS THE PAPER DUE FOR THE TOKEN HUMANITIES.

TENDING A LECTURE AT HARVARD OR BU MIGHT MEAN PUTTING OFF A COMPUTER SESSION.
ARGurney's Love Course and Corinne Jacker's Bits and Pieces play at Peoples' Theatre until December 7.

Peoples' Theatre continues to be one of my favorite small theatre groups. They have an approach that is always fresh, and a way of concentrating on the dramatic aspects of the work that makes attending one of their performances a concentrated and personal experience. And so it is with their present offering, a double-bill.

When one of the characters in the first piece, Love Course, happens to be an electrical engineering major who loves computers more than people, one feels curiously close to home. But, one need look no further than the name of the author, A R Gurney, to realize that some inspiration must have come from MIT, where Gurney is Professor of Literature.

The play focuses on two teachers of a course on the literature of love, and what happens when their intellectual relationship risks progressing into a physical one. Joan Gale is marvelous as the spinster educator, Miss Carroway, who feels she has a mission, yet is unaware of how the romantic visions of literature translate into life. Ed Sullivan, as the married Professor Burgess, is a down-to-earth and conservative teacher (and power-seeking administrator) with rather less romantic notions. The interplay between the two—she "inspired," manipulative and quasi-hysterical, he firm, unswerving and repressive of all emotions that do not belong in the classroom—is both amusing and moving. The audience makes up the class. Maybe we have something to learn.

Phillip dies and gives away all parts of his body except his penis. His widow, Iris, goes in search of the bits, in an odyssey to piece her husband together. Corinne Jacker's Bits and Pieces is a curious work, traveling over the subjects of relationship and psyche. Cynthia Schwell gives an intense performance as Iris, George Moseley III is interesting as Phillip. Susan Bigger is Helen, Phillip's sister. Not propelled into the dream-world of her sister-in-law, wanting to help, but noncomprehending, she contrasts Iris' devoted fervor well.

Each moment of this play demands the watcher's whole attention. The pace was a little too slow to make it easy to maintain this attention throughout the show, but, aside from this, the acting was good and brought to life this intricate piece of "think-theatre."

Jonathan Richmond

Professor Burgess (Ed Sullivan) extols the virtues of marriage to Mike (Joshua Perlstein) in Love Course. (Photo by Kevin Osborn.)
The perfect couple (and the perfect cast) for the perfect romantic musical has arrived at the M.T. Guild: Cabaret. Written by Bob Fosse, this musical is a story of the rise and fall of a singer and a man in a city where everyone is looking for love. The music is unforgettable, the dance numbers are breathtaking, and the story is heart-wrenching. It's a must-see for anyone who loves theatre and music. Don't miss out on this exclusive engagement!
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

New Ideas and Building Better Mousetraps

X-Ray Astronomy
Solar Research
Fusion Plasma Diagnostics

Solar Energy Collectors
Advanced CT Scanners
Ultra-Low Dose X-Ray Security and Medical Devices

ASEP® Electric Utility Load Management System

At ASEP we invented a lot of new things and new ways of doing things. What’s most important is that those things work and work well. It may not be the first idea that works, but that’s the nature of invention, lots of new ideas, many of which fail.

No. ASEP is not one of the largest companies around, but we’re not the smallest either. We do have what counts—an open environment where talented people can expand their abilities and make recognized contributions in their respective fields. Everyone is important, and everyone’s job is critical.

If you are a degreed Electrical Engineer and are looking for a real opportunity to make something work—in a company where the atmosphere is relaxed, but the pace of work is non-call Lee Binning at 617-868-1600.

American Science and Engineering, Inc.
955 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

an equal opportunity employer m/f

velours
reg. 25.00 19.99


dress slacks
reg. 23.00 17.99

Microsoft develops the leading edge in microcomputer systems software. Our BASIC is world renowned. Our new XENIX* OS, the microcomputer adaptation of the UNIX* OS, has computer companies and others chomping at the bit. We design state of the art system software.

And we need programmers to work on Data Base Systems, FORTRAN, BASIC, COBOL, Pascal, C, Compilers, Graphics, Networks, and many other projects.

Our OEM customer base is a Who's Who of the hardware business (Apple, Radio Shack, Texas Instruments, Intel, Tektronix). As new hardware is developed (8086, Z8000, 88000 microprocessor systems), Microsoft's programmers get their hands on the machines before they go into production. So your hardware suggestions and software innovations during R&D become part of the final product.

Microsoft provides the best systems programming work environment:

- small company with lots of interaction and sharing of ideas and methods, where
- you can develop your full potential.

The Pacific Northwest is a great environment too:

- mountains, ocean, desert, rain forest, rivers and lakes all within easy reach.
- major cultural, sports, social, and commercial activities in Seattle, just fifteen minutes away.

We are looking for outstanding systems programmers—those with intelligence, drive, and a commitment to excellence. We want programmers who will advance The Standard in microcomputer software.

More information about Microsoft is available at the Placement Center.

We will be on campus Friday, November 21, or application may be made by resume, attention: Mr. Steve Ballmer, Assistant to the President.

Attention New Yorkers:

University Student Services is the only Thanksgiving bus service to New York City, or non-stop to Long Island (Roosevelt Field) and non-stop to Westchester (Cross-Country Shopping Center). Round-trip ticket super affordable ($10 less than Greyhound!)

Purchase tickets, while they last, at the Paradise Cafe, 180 Mass. Ave., or call 421-9794, anytime, for more details.

*UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. XENIX is a trademark of Microsoft.

10800 NE Eighth, Suite 819
Bellevue, WA 98004
206-455-0800

We set the standard.
MacNeil Consumers Products Company
Will be on campus November 18, 1980 interviewing for positions in Engineering and Operations Management. Contact your placement Office for a unique approach to career growth.

Johnson & Johnson
Family of Companies
Bowlers capture Lowell crown

By Bob Host
MIT finished first in team competition in the University of Lowell bowling tournament held earlier this month by a 100 pin margin over second-place University of Massachusetts, with a 2795 three-game set. Jim Turlo '81 won the singles title with a 613 series, and finished second all-around with a six-game score of 1211, finishing one pin behind the winner. The doubles team of Turlo and Dave Hoffman '82 finished third in the tournament with a total of 1144. Hoffman was not scheduled to bowl in the tournament, but when another bowler did not show up, Hoffman took his place and bowled a 621 series with a high game of 203, using an alley ball. In team competition, Alan Lichtenstein '81 bowled a 621 series with a high game of 245 to come away with the second highest series in team competition, placing three pins behind the highest scorer. MIT's one-game total of 1007 was the third highest score among all teams in the league this year, Match points for the team were scored by Turlo and Lichtenstein, five each; Christina Nebelung '82 and Mat McWatt '82, four apiece, and Mark DeWitt '82 and Hoffman, three each.

Football: no playoffs this year
(Continued from page 1)
therefore, we will stick with our original format... and invite four teams...
This situation was effective as of October 28, but when Worcester State, the number one ranked team, had a previously scheduled game in Florida for the first week of the playoffs on the assumption that they would not be in playoff contention, the commissioner changed the format. There would be five teams definitely in the playoffs, and if Worcester State won its last game, it would be added to the playoffs. This structure would give a bye to Stony Brook, the second ranked team, and would have number three MIT facing number six Bentley while number four Stosbell played number five Providence.
One MIT player pointed out that this structure would give Stony Brook a bye into the finals if Worcester State lost in Florida, while the other finalist would have already played two playoff games. "We don't feel bad at all," he explained, adding that MIT had "nothing to prove" by competing under such a playoff structure. Contrary to what some fans might think, he added, MIT was "not wimping out" by refusing to play, saying that people associated with other teams admited that "MIT was the only team that had the guts" in stand up to the commissioner on the point, even if the point of being ready to file lawsuits regarding the situation, a suggestion that was eventually dropped.


classified advertising
I have invented a mechanical motor and need Electrical Engineer/Electronics Engineer to design and implement electric controls and power supply. Perfect situation for qualified student or faculty member for bridge part-time income. Starting position involves start-up phase, and would report to F.J. Box 188, Portland, ME 04025

Driver Wanted to drive my car from Cambridge to Sea Gals, CA around the end of November. Reference required - I will pay for gasoline. Call 667-0070.

MOUNT ST. HELENS ASH Unique gift for everyone. 33 Mineral Ave., Box 2388, Seattle, WA 98101.

Seattle Apartments
12 x 16 W. Adorning in Lower Laurelhurst, 2nd floor, apt. 2, $295 a month, near park and quiet. Unfurnished. Seattle area. Includes all utilities. Call Don, 823-6371 evenings

Surgeon's Scrub Suits
Shirt $12, Embroidered Price $14. Colors available: Brite Green, Olive Green, Car Blue, Tan, S-M-L, Size and color acceptable, or send check to The Trading Co., Box 1207, Warwick, RI 02888

Automotive Wanted
to participate in medical research about their disease. Sign up or write. Call Dr. Giffen, 732-7420, 9-6.

FOAM RUBBER
No wastage. Free pick-up service. LOWEST PRICES.COMPLETE LINE OF FOAM RUBBER PRODUCTS. ONE CALL TO ORDER IS ALL IT TAKES.

FOAM RUBBER
DISCOUNT CENTER
254-4819
165 Brighton Ave., Allston

DRUMSTICKS, HEADWHAMMS
AND SOLO PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS
WANTED TO BUY

INTERESTED IN TECHNICAL SUMMER EMPLOYMENT?

IBM
November 19, 1980

We need bright, dynamic, motivated individuals to work in challenging technical positions in one of the fastest growing industries — information processing.

Requirements exist in all of our major facilities throughout the US.

If you are studying towards a degree in:

- Ceramic Engineering
- Chemical Engineering
- Computer Science
- Facilities Engineering
- Materials Science
- Mechanical Engineering
- Ocean Engineering
- Process Engineering
- Physics

Please Contact the Career Planning and Placement Office Room 12-170 to sign up for an interview and to secure additional information.

IF WE MISSED YOU,
SEND US YOUR RESUME.

General Dynamics is the nation's number one defense contractor. And, we're number one in many commercial programs as well. We're also a leader when it comes to employee benefit opportunities for advancement, job diversity and many attractive locales, modern manufacturing equipment and facilities, and expanded technological bases. You can be sure that the exciting scope of technical and business opportunities available at General Dynamics will offer you the broadest possible career path.

Our representatives have already been in your campus this fall. If you did not have an opportunity to talk to us, but would like to learn more about our advanced high-technology programs, send your resume to: BILL COLEMAN, Corporate College Relations Administrator GENERAL DYNAMICS Pierre Laplaite Center, CN-26 St. Louis, MO 63105

An Equal Opportunity Employer
The Cambridge Forum discussion with MIT economist Lester C. Thurow planned for Nov. 19 has been rescheduled to Wednesday evening, Nov. 26, 8pm. The discussion is free and open to the public.

Attention Students:
We are looking for teppanyaki cooks (experience desired but will train), waitresses and hostesses for the new Biseutke Japanese Steak House opening soon in the Howard Johnson’s Motor Lodge, 777 Memorial Drive, Cambridge.

Call Bill Sasanuma at 284-7200 after 3 p.m. or Gus Lopes at 492-7777 from 9 to 6 for an interview.

The Technology and Culture Seminar at MIT will present a lecture by Leslie Gelb at 4:30pm on Nov. 18 in 9-150. Gelb is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations and International Institute of Strategic Studies and is the author of numerous articles on foreign policy and defense issues.

Cambridge School Volunteers, Inc., has a variety of placements and can enlist students in many areas of the curriculum. To find out more, call 498-5216.

we know you can’t all be illiterate out there, but frankly, we’ve been getting worried... show us your stuff!
By Bob Host

Tang became the first independent team ever to win the A-League intramural football championship with an 18-16 victory over Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE) last week.

SAE (5-2) struck first in the game, scoring on a first quarter touchdown pass and converting the extra point to move out to a 7-0 lead. Tang (7-0) came back on a long drive and was down by one point, 7-6, at halftime. Tang called an audible and scored in the third quarter to go ahead 15-7 on a pass to Merrill Christensen, brother of Oakland Raiders special teams captain Todd Christensen. A succession of quick passes by SAE put that team ahead 14-12, but with six minutes remaining, Tang struck on a touchdown pass and a half minutes remaining, Tang put up an unaccustomed pass attempt. Tang intercepted four passes in the game, spearheaded the attack. Tang intercepted four passes in the game, spearheaded the attack.

Forced to give up the running game throughout the game, being pressured by Tang throughout the game, being pressured by Tang throughout the game. However, as one Tang player said with regard to the close game, "neither team gave up".

The B-league championship was won by Motu Express over Sigma Chi 25-13, after Sigma Chi was won by Motu Express over Sigma Chi 13-6 lead. Motu Express ended the season undefeated, 6-0 while Sigma Chi suffered its first loss after four victories and a tie.

The M.I.T. women's rugby team battling it out against Brown last Saturday. (Photo by Rick Parker)

The MIT Musical Theatre Guild presents Kander and Ebb's CABARET

November 7, 8, 13, 14 & 15 at 8pm
November 9 at 3:30pm
Kresge Auditorium
64 Massachusetts Ave, Cambridge
Tickets now available in Lobby 10
Monday & Tuesday nights 8-10:30 while MIT students Other performances $4.00-3.50 to MIT students
Information and reservations: 253-6294

The M.I.T. women's rugby team battling it out against Brown last Saturday. (Photo by Rick Parker)

Think of a ship as a corporation, and it's not farfetched at all. A destroyer may have fifteen officers, other ships even fewer. Even the most junior officer gets to share in running the show.

You become part of the management team when you get your commission as an ensign after just 16 weeks of leadership training at Officer Candidate School.

Choose to be a Navy officer and you are responsible for people and equipment almost immediately.

Many officers go on for further advanced schooling. The Navy has literally dozens of fields for its officers everything from nuclear propulsion to systems analysis, oceanography to inventory management.

In graduate school, this training would cost you thousands, but in the Navy, we pay you.

Ask your Navy representative about officer opportunities, or mail this coupon for more information. Or call toll-free 800-841-8000 (in GA call toll-free 800-342-5655).

There's no obligation, and you'll learn about an excellent way to start a career in management.

As a college graduate you can get management experience in any industry. But you'll get it sooner and more of it -- in the Navy.

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.